$RTPx Tokenomics (Token Economics)
curated within the FinLitX Education Ecosystem
The $RTPx Token is a Stablecoin that maintains value equal to the U.S. Dollar and is
exclusively traded between members and providers of the FinLitX Education Platform.
The $RTPx Token is a “tangible” asset, a “Utility Token” with high demand.

Ecosystem:
Users Earn $RTPx Tokens
By completing coursework

User Trades $RTPx Token at
Schools / Providers
For Tuition Savings
and Retail Products

Providers Trade RTPx
for BTC/ETH/Fiat at
Liquidity Pool

Token Sale
Ownership of $RTPx Tokens is presently available through the purchase of corporate
equity and then a transfer of equity to purchase an equal value of $RTPx Tokens by a
governing Simple Agreement For Future Tokens (SAFT). Our SAFT agreement will allow
investors to purchase the $RTPx Token at a discounted price off future value.
As of July 1, 2022, the present corporate equity Class A common stock value is
$5.00/share. As the $RTPx Token will be released at an aggregated .0001 value, the
equivalent amount of $RTPx Tokens per $5.00/share equals 50,000 $RTPx Tokens.
TOKEN SALE METRICS
SOFT CAP
HARD CAP
TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY
INITIAL CIRCULATING SUPPLY
INITIAL TOKEN SUPPLY
PRIVATE SALE ROUND TOKEN
INITIAL MARKET CAP
PRIVATE ROUND VESTING PERIOD
UNLOCKED-ROUND VESTING PERIOD
PRIVATE SALE ALLOCATION
TOKEN TYPE
RTPX TOKEN VALUE
Blockchain

$1,000,000 or 10,000,000,000 Tokens
$5,000,000 or 50,000,000,000 Tokens
100,000,000,000
10%
10,000,000,000 $RTPX after any Burn
.80 $RTPX after 20% discount for early
adopters
$13,035,386 present value
6-12 MONTH LOCKUP
NO LOCKUP
10,000,000,000 RTPX (10% OF TOTAL
SUPPLY)
ERC-20 UNTIL LAUNCH ON POLKADOT/
(TOKEN SWAP) / INFLATIONARY
$1.00 USD
Ethereum 2.0

Token Distribution and Allocation

CROWDSALE
SEED/PRIVATE SALE
TEAM
ADVISORS
MARKETING
OPERATIONAL EXPENSES
TREASURY & INCENTIVES
STAKING & COMMUNITY REWARDS

COMPLETED
OPEN/12 MONTH LOCK
12 MONTH LOCK
6 MONTH LOCK
24 MONTH LOCK
12 MONTH LOCK
36 MONTH LOCK OR BY VOTE
6-12 MONTH LOCKUP

The following is a breakdown of how each portion of the allocation will be used:
Team
RTPX tokens reserved for the RTPX Founding team. Team tokens are locked and vested to
demonstrate long-term commitment. Tokens locked for 24 months. After lockup, tokens are
vested over 6 months.
Technology
FinLitX has engaged some of the TOP DEVELOPERS in the Blockchain space that is led by PhD.,
Terrence Roberts, Technology Lead and Board Member of FinLitX.
Advisors
RTPX tokens reserved for the FinLitX advisory board. Advisor tokens are locked and vested to
demonstrate long-term commitment. Tokens locked for 24 months. After lockup, tokens are
vested over 6 months.

Marketing & Operational Expenses
FinLitX has the funds needed to manage its costs for running its operations for a period of 24
months. Current management and operating costs are funded as a normal operating and
expansion cost and ongoing business of our corporate owner Brain Game LS Inc. The RTPX
tokens and its future revenue is reserved for future objectives like operational expansion, its
broad marketing initiative, regulatory & compliance clearances, exchange listings, etc.
Operational Tokens — Locked for 12 months followed by 12-month vesting.
Marketing Tokens
FinLitX considers marketing partnerships an important part of the initial success of the RTPx
acceptance with the EdTech space. A significant portion of tokens is allocated to these
marketing partners to ensure brand stability, recognition, awareness, and it’s increasing value.
Marketing tokens will be Locked for 6 months followed by 18-month vesting.
Treasury & Incentives
RTPX tokens are reserved to fuel the increased value and growth of the FinLitX platform. The
tokens will be used to build token adoption within the platform once it goes live, and to maintain
a stable value. Tokens are locked for 3 months after launch and gradually released over 36
months.
Staking & Community Rewards
This is a “Go-To-Market” FUND which would be required to build the community involvement
within the platform. The RTPX tokens will be used to provide liquidity at launch at UniSwap V.3
Provide Staking rewards/allocations for early adopters, governance & risk assessment members,
and early testers of the platform. Tokens are released equally over 24 months.

Proof of Concept
The $RTPx Token is exclusively designed as a UTILITY TOKEN to service the Education Marketplace
and support the FinLitX Education Ecosystem Platform and education partners. As such, our
legal team has determined that the $RTPx Token is exempt from SEC Securities Regulations that
define certain Cryptocurrency as a Security.
During a Proof-of-Concept phase of 6-12 months, the $RTPx Token will be introduced as a
Discount Token which allows students/users to earn the $RTPx Token and exchange it for
reduced school tuition (scholarships), room and board, and other education sundries. During this
phase, Investors may purchase warrants on the $RTPx Token, secured by corporate equity, which
allows Investors to acquire the $RTPx Token at the time of its Initial DEX Offering (IDO) at a
discounted price.
Such Proof-of-Concept is vital to establishing the $RTPx Token as a Utility with institutional
longevity, increasing adoption and value, and regulatory exemption. Backed by corporate
equity in a potential 1000x EdTech market, the $RTPx Token is an extraordinary long-term
investment.
Market Provider Air Drops
As an important part of market ignition, FinLitX will include in all School District, University and
ancillary provider contracts an $RTPx Air Drop provision, granting each provider a sufficient
amount of $RTPx Tokens. Air Drops to the provider community will enable education providers to
trade Tokens where needed, enable a circular transaction, stimulate rapid growth, and solidify
our provider base.

Why the $RTPx Token is a Valuable Utility
1. The $RTPx Token is the cement that binds together financial literacy student learning as a
reward for course completion which has become a state government mandate.
2. The $RTPx Token will be accepted as value by participating Universities to reduce student
loan debt and education expenses (as much as $3000 USD per student semester.
3. Empowers students and consumers to take control of their education expenses and
realize the rewards of education.

$RTPx > FinLitX Education Ecosystem

FinLitX has begun talks with many institutions that look favorably upon accepting or partnering
with the $RTPx Token as a Utility, underpinned by Blockchain to enhance delivery and
decentralize education, including:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

New York City Department of Education
Paterson New Jersey School District
Newark New Jersey School District
Universal Schools, Philadelphia, PA
The HBCU University Community
Governments of Barbados, Grenada, Barbuda, Ghana, West Africa
Gift of College (529 Plan Program)
UNICEF United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund
Many more

$RTPx DEX Token Launch
FinLitX has partnered with UniSwap V3, the largest Decentralized Exchange for launch and
marketing of the $RTPx.
Advantages of UniSwap:

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Instant Liquidity
UniSwap is one of the largest decentralized exchanges in terms of total value
locked (TVL) – the amount of crypto funds in its liquidity pools.
Ease of connecting your crypto wallet to trade or stake crypto.
Does not require KYC to trade, providing convenience and privacy.
Supports many of the most popular crypto wallets, including Trust Wallet,
MetaMask, Coinbase Wallet, among others.
Market Maker services included

FUTURE READINESS
Entry to market is critical to the success of the $RTPx Token. Market demand in Education
Technology is proven by its steady 20.3% CAGR over the past 3 years and its forecast of
increasing growth to greater than 10T by the year 2035.
Demand for Financial Literacy is born by the increasing government mandate that financial
literacy be taught in all U.S schools to high schoolers before graduation. FinLitX’s platform is
designed to satisfy that demand.
Blockchain, Smart Contracts, and Crypto Currency is the way to bring the Education Landscape
into the digital age, an Education system that hasn’t changed since the 1875 Red One-Room
Schoolhouse.

The time for FinLitX is NOW!

